RealTime StatMiner® is a powerful and easy to use bioinformatics application focused on preprocessing, normalization and interpretation of qPCR gene or miRNA expression data.

By integrating stat-of-the-art bioinformatic methods into one-click analysis workflows, RealTime StatMiner® provides scientists with a combination of reliable peer-reviewed methods and intuitive user experience.

Its Click And Go® technology allows non-expert users to perform powerful analysis, obtain reliable results and generate high quality graphics in a simple and intuitive manner.

Simple analysis. Ultimate results.

All the necessary analysis tools in a single click with our Click and Go® technology

Exhaustive QC steps early on in the analysis to ensure reliable conclusions

Selection among several widely accepted normalization methods

Easy functional & biological analyses: Allowing to go from experimental data to biological relevance

miRNA analysis profiling fully supported

One way integration of the Ingenuity pathway analysis

Simple export of results and data to .ppt, .xls or reports

Get the best of your data with RealTime StatMiner, the 21st century qPCR analysis suite!